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Abstract
Taking minutes is an essential component of every meeting, although the goals, style, and procedure of this activity (“minuting” for
short) can vary. Minuting is a relatively unstructured writing act and is affected by who takes the minutes and for whom the minutes
are intended. With the rise of online meetings, automatic minuting would be an important use-case for the meeting participants and
those who might have missed the meeting. However, automatically generating meeting minutes is a challenging problem due to
various factors, including the quality of automatic speech recognition (ASR), public availability of meeting data, subjective knowledge
of the minuter, etc. In this work, we present the first of its kind dataset on Automatic Minuting. We develop a dataset of English
and Czech technical project meetings, consisting of transcripts generated from ASRs, manually corrected, and minuted by several
annotators. Our dataset, ELITR Minuting Corpus, consists of 120 English and 59 Czech meetings, covering about 180 hours of
meeting content. The corpus is publicly available at http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-4692 as a set of meeting transcripts
and minutes, excluding the recordings for privacy reasons. A unique feature of our dataset is that most meetings are equipped with
more than one minute, each created independently. Our corpus thus allows studying differences in what people find important while
taking the minutes. We also provide baseline experiments for the community to explore this novel problem further. To the best of our
knowledge, ELITR Minuting Corpus is probably the first resource on minuting in English and also in a language other than English (Czech).
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1. Introduction

A significant portion of the working population has their
mainstream interaction and meetings virtual these days.
Amongst many other things, the COVID-19 pandemic has
led people to discover innovative ways to continue their work
and adapt to the “new normal”. Hence virtual meetings are
now an integral part of life for the working population. As
one has to attend more and more meetings, it requires a
considerable effort to note down and retrieve the desired
information from the meeting as and when required. Fre-
quent meetings and the necessary context switching give
rise to undesired information overload on the participants.
For this, usually, there is a designated participant or a scribe
who jots down the minutes of the meeting (see Figure 1),
which can consist of essential issues, action points, deci-
sions, or proposed activities discussed during the meeting.
Manually writing minutes takes time and distracts attention
from the discussion. Hence we believe that an automatic
minuting solution will be a practical application of natural
language processing for the professional community. How-
ever, the task is complicated. Automatic Minuting (AM)
systems would need reliable ASR technologies combined
with efficient multi-party dialogue processing (Ghosal et al.,
2022).

Although both may seem similar, for this paper, we make
a distinction between the task of meeting summarization
and minuting. Whereas meeting summarization intends
to sum up the central concepts of the meeting (and can
disregard some non-central points) while preserving fluency
and coherence in the output summary, meeting minuting
is motivated more towards topical coverage and churning
out the action points (Nedoluzhko and Bojar, 2019; Zhu et
al., 2020). Thus, the resulting minutes can take the form of
a structured bulleted list of important meeting information

where fluency or coherence may be less critical. There is a
dearth of such automatic minuting datasets in the community,
and our current work attempts to fill that gap. Our dataset is
also unique because it includes meetings in Czech and not
just English as all similar datasets we are aware of in the
literature.

The two existing benchmark meeting datasets in English,
the AMI (Mccowan et al., 2005) and the ICSI (Janin et al.,
2003) corpus are aimed at meeting summarization. They
contain meeting transcripts, extractive summaries (selected
relevant transcript lines), and abstractive summaries in the
form of coherent paragraphs. Our ELITR Minuting Corpus1

is comparable in size to AMI and ICSI. However, we differ
in three significant aspects: (i) we focus on minuting, so
our summaries are organized as bulleted lists, typical for
project meeting minutes we have more commonly seen; (ii)
our dataset includes meetings in two languages, English and
Czech, and (iii) we provide multiple minutes for the same
meeting, consisting of minutes taken by actual meeting par-
ticipants and also by specially-trained annotators. Minuting
is a subjective activity. Different people may have different
perspectives and objectives while writing a meeting minute.
Hence in our dataset, we include multiple minutes written
independently by different persons to observe the variance
of outputs when humans are carrying out the task. We used
ELITR Minuting Corpus to conduct the AutoMin shared
task at Interspeech 2021 (Ghosal et al., 2021). AutoMin
aspires to be a community-driven initiative to attempt this
complex yet a timely task.

2. Related Work
Given the lack of proper minuting datasets, we survey a few
existing datasets on meeting and dialogue summarization,

1our dataset derives its name from the H2020 European Live

http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-4692
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(A) Meeting transcript segment:
(PERSON10) Uh, here is the organization of the [PROJECT9] presentations.
So do do you have any preference or d- do you have any idea how do we do it?
Because [PERSON16] already asks uh, asked a while ago.
Uh, are you making any steps in this, or decisions?
(PERSON14) No, I haven’t done any steps and decisions,
I thought sort of you’d ask with doing it-
(PERSON10) Yeah.
(PERSON14) And the, coordinating.
(PERSON10) Yeah.
(PERSON14) So what what’s your propose?
I mean, what we have proposed in the a in the offline track seems quite a
reasonable. [...]
(PERSON10) Uh, uh, so let’s start with the um, um, with the uh, uh, the
the postponed review.
So it’s seems, that people have not uh-
So [PERSON11], uh, please, let let us know what this doodle is.
This is that we need to figure out, the date.
(PERSON22) Okay, so it’s because the the review will postpone till September.
We should give uh, our project officer the new ah, a new date.
And I see more people finally voted it, so- [...]
(PERSON10) Whether we want get little time extension, uh,
uh, little or longer time extension uh, of the project.
So I don’t know if [PERSON22] is aware any date until we should make our uh,
mind. [...]
(PERSON19) Um, if we um, ask for an extension, I will be <unintelligible/>
automatically.
(PERSON10) Okay. [...]
(B) Meeting minutes by annotator 1:

• [PROJECT9] remote presentations organization

– Discussion about the results: agreement on the pre-recorded pre-
sentation for the [PROJECT5] system paper

– One slot to present overall results

• The postponed review:

– doodle with voting for a new date,

– possible to decide already now

• A time extension of the project

– 2 or 3 months probably

– Voting to mid the next week: to fill the table how many months
and the reason for that

(C) Meeting minutes by annotator 2:
• Organization of the [PROJECT9] presentations

– There is organized a panel and there will always have 2 time slots
for the presentation of the papers.

– The papers, also the presentations, can be pre-recorded.

• Postponed review

– It is needed to figure out the date.

– Because the review will postpone till September and is needed to
get to project officer a new date.

• Time extension

– Agree, that by mid next week everybody should fill the table by
how many months would you like the project to be extended.

Figure 1: An example from ELITR Minuting Corpus show-
ing a segment from a meeting transcript (A) along with
two independently created corresponding minutes (B, C).
As the data has been anonymized, “PERSONnumber” and
“PROJECTnumber” denote persons’ and projects’ placehold-
ers respectively. The underlining has been added only in
this figure for an improved presentation.

which seem closely related. The past decade featured many
dialogue summarization datasets (Mccowan et al., 2005;
Janin et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2021; Gliwa et al., 2019; Liu
et al., 2019a; Rameshkumar and Bailey, 2020; Krishna et
al., 2020; Budzianowski et al., 2020; Clifton et al., 2020).
However, resources for meeting summarization are relatively
few, probably due to higher annotation costs and privacy
issues (Zhu et al., 2021).

Translator (ELITR) project of which it originated: https://
elitr.eu

The AMI and ICSI are the most commonly used for meet-
ing summarization experiments among the meeting datasets.
The AMI Meeting corpus (Mccowan et al., 2005) contains
100 hours of meeting discussions, two-thirds of which are,
however, meetings enacted artificially according to a script
(not real meetings). The open-source corpus contains au-
dio/video recordings, manually corrected transcripts, and a
wide range of annotations such as dialogue acts, topic seg-
mentation, named entities, extractive and abstractive sum-
maries. The ICSI corpus (Janin et al., 2003) contains 70
hours of regular computer science working teams meetings
in English. The speech files range from 17 to 103 min-
utes and involve 3 to 10 participants. Interestingly, the
corpus contains many non-native English speakers, varying
in fluency from nearly native to challenging-to-transcribe.
Other meeting collections are substantially smaller, such as
NIST Meeting Room (Michel et al., 2006) or ISL (Burger
et al., 2002), unprocessed (e.g., various official meetings
or recorded debates), or do not represent well the “project
meetings” domain (e.g., proceedings of parliaments or city
councils).

MEDIASUM is another conversational dataset with
463.6K transcripts and short abstractive summaries of Public
Radio (NPR) and CNN television interviews from multiple
domains (Zhu et al., 2021). DiDi (Liu et al., 2019a) is a large
(328.9K) dialogue dataset of customer service inquiries,
but it is not published under an open license. The SAM-
Sum (Gliwa et al., 2019) is a manually annotated dialogue
dataset for abstractive summarization with messenger-like
artificially created conversations. The dataset is distributed
uniformly with two, three, or more than three participants
on the topic of booking and general inquiry. The CRD3
conversational dataset (Rameshkumar and Bailey, 2020) is
an example of conversations in the gaming domain with
multiple lengthy abstractive summaries varying in levels
of detail. It is considerably longer in dialogue length than
similar conversational dialogue datasets. The MultiWOZ
(Budzianowski et al., 2020) dataset consists of natural multi-
domain touristic dialogues and their summaries created by
random workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk. There are
also some other dialogue datasets, such as Spotify podcast
(Clifton et al., 2020) with 105,360 podcast episodes, some
of which may contain dialogues, the collection of doctor-
patient conversations (Krishna et al., 2020) and some others.

Table 1 compares our dataset with relevant others, dis-
tinguishing meeting collections (top) and other dialogue
corpora (bottom of the table). Except for our data, we reuse
the statistics reported by (Zhu et al., 2021). Among the
meeting collections, only ELITR Minuting Corpus has min-
utes in the form of structured bullet points. The AMI and
ICSI corpora have coherent textual abstractive summaries,
mostly one-paragraph abstracts and a list of some action
points (decisions, problems, progress, etc.).

3. Dataset Description
This section describes our dataset, which consists of de-
identified project meeting transcripts in English and Czech
and their corresponding minutes. The English part includes
project meetings from the computer science domain, with

https://elitr.eu
https://elitr.eu
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Dataset A B C D E F G H I J
ELITR Minuting Corpus (English) MM project meetings ✓ ✓ ✓ 120 7,066 373 727 5.9
ELITR Minuting Corpus (Czech) MM project meetings ✓ ✓ ✓ 59 8,534 236 1,205 7.6
ICSI MS project meetings ✓ ✗ ✓ 61 9,795 638 456 6.2
AMI MS project meetings ✗ ✗ ✓ 137 6,970 179 335 4
MEDIASum DS radio+TV interview ✓ ✗ ✓ 463,596 1,554 14 30 6.5
SAMSUM DS booking+inquiry ✗ ✗ ✓ 16,369 84 20 10 2.2
CRD3 DS games ✓ ✓ ✓ 159 31,803 2,062 2,507 9.6
DiDi DS customer service ✓ ✗ ✗ 328,880 / / / 2
MultiWoz DS tourist enquiry ✓ ✗ ✓ 10,438 180 92 14 2

Table 1: Comparison of dialogue and meeting summarization datasets. Notation: A – category (DS – dialogue summarization,
MM – meeting minuting, MS – meeting summarization), B – domain, C – real dialogues (not acted ones), D – multiple
summaries for a single transcript, E – open source, F – number of meetings, G – avg. words per transcript, H – avg. words
per summary (for ELITR Minuting Corpus, we average across multiple summaries regardless of the meeting they belong to),
I – avg. turns per transcript, J - avg. number of speakers.

prevailing non-native speakers of English. The discussions
in the Czech part are from computer science and public ad-
ministration domains; participants in Czech meetings are
primarily Czech native speakers, but some Slovak native
speakers also appeared (speaking Slovak because Czech and
Slovak are mutually intelligible). The duration of the meet-
ings varies from 10 minutes to more than 2 hours, but most
meetings are about one hour long. Meetings shorter than
half an hour are exceptions, whereas meetings longer than
two hours are topic-oriented mini-workshops, also rather
occasional.

In ELITR Minuting Corpus, a meeting usually contains
one manually corrected transcript, one original minute2 (cre-
ated by a meeting participant; in some cases, these minutes
are a detailed agenda that got further updated during or after
the meeting), and one or more minutes are generated by our
annotators. Original minutes are missing for some meeting
sessions, but each meeting must contain at least one gener-
ated minute. To conform to GDPR and the consent of the
participants of the meetings, we release only the transcripts
and minutes in a de-identified form, not the audio.

3.1. Data Collection
Our minuting corpus consists primarily of online meetings,
where each participant has their device and is usually wear-
ing a headset with a microphone. Depending on the remote
conferencing platform, the meetings are recorded directly by
the platform (sometimes as separate channels per speaker,
sometimes as one joint channel); rarely, an external sound
recording software has to be used to record the audio. There
are also a few in-person meetings (before the Covid-19 pan-
demic), all recorded with a single microphone in the middle
of the conference room. The recordings have been automati-
cally transcribed using our own in-house ASR systems for
English and Czech (Nguyen et al., 2020; Kratochvíl et al.,
2020). The ASR outputs contain no diarization (segmen-
tation to individual speakers). Since most meeting partic-
ipants of the English meetings are not native speakers of
English and due to the high-varying recording conditions
and domain-specific terminology, the ASR outputs are often

2We use the non-standard singular “minute” to highlight that
we are talking about a single instance of meeting minutes.

of low quality. We also note that the difference between ASR
performance in the lab and real-world settings is striking,
see, e.g., Macháček et al. (2019). Along with the recordings,
we also collected original minutes prepared by one of the
meeting participants. These minutes are stored together with
the specially created minutes (described in Section 3.3.).

3.2. Data Pre-Processing
The obtained ASR transcripts are given to specially hired
annotators for manual correction. Annotators were asked to
proceed with the following steps:

Break the transcript into utterances Here, we divide the
ASR outputs into utterances (lines in the transcript). Our
transcript segmentation is based on syntactic and prosodic
features of utterances.3

The main segmentation criterion is the syntactic one. The
annotators were instructed to distinguish speech segments
that roughly correspond to sentences in the written discourse.
Thus, for example, the sequence “So the – ... We should be
muting ourselves when we are not talking” should be anno-
tated as two utterances because it consists of two sentence-
like segments, the unfinished “So the –” and “We should be
muting ourselves when we are not talking”. On the other
hand, “Lets – okay, let’s get started anyway” is annotated as
one utterance. Although it includes correction, it is further
continued with the same syntactic structure and corresponds
to one sentence-like segment.

However, in spontaneous speech, sentence boundaries
are not always easy to distinguish, so another segmentation
hint is the prosodic one: It is always preferable to break
transcripts at such locations where the speaker pauses. So
longer statements of one speaker, which could be hardly syn-
tactically segmented, were recommended to break wherever
the most noticeable pauses occur.

3Our decision for this issue is different from the one applied
in AMI and ICSI meeting corpora, where the segmentation into
dialogue acts (DAs) had been primarily based on their functions.
The reason for our different decision is that segmentation based
on the functions of utterances turned out to be unreliable and too
subjective in the case of our transcripts. We believe that it is more
adequate to define communicative functions of utterances after the
text segmentation, choosing more formal criteria for segmentation
itself.
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As a general rule, no segment should be longer than a
minute, but most of them are much shorter. For an example
of our transcript segmentation, see part A of Figure 1.

Diarize the transcript The change of speakers is always
marked as a new utterance. The speaker’s code is inserted
in round brackets at the beginning of the first utterance of
the speaker.

Correct the transcript The low-quality ASR outputs have
been manually corrected from the linguistic point of view.4

The annotators recognize and correct the sequences of words
used in the meeting. A transcription should be an accurate
record of what was actually said; no changes are made to
make transcripts more grammatically correct. For example,
if the participant says “I dunno”, this should be transcribed
as it is heard, not as “I don’t know”. The transcript should
include all repeated words, grammatical and semantic errors
(e.g., incorrect word choice in non-native speech).

This step also includes adding correct letter casing and ad-
equate punctuation. The intuitive guidelines for using punc-
tuation marks and dealing with abbreviations and numbers
are given to annotators similar to those used in the AMI and
ICSI meeting corpora. Word fragments, unfinished words
or sentences are graphically marked (for example, “let-” for
the unfinished word “letter” or “I decided to –” for e.g. “I
decided to resign”). Parentheses within the transcribed texts
are exclusively used for cases where the annotator is unsure
if they recognized the word or phrase correctly.

Special vocal tags describe sounds that are made using
the mouth or nose but that do not have standard lexical rep-
resentations, such as <laugh/>, <cough/>, or <other_noise/>.
Unique tags are used for unrecognized speech segments
(<unintelligible/>), utterances or words in a language that is
different from the meeting language (<another_language/>),
speech recorded within the meeting but not part of it (for
example, if one of the meeting members has a telephone
call, <parallel_talk/>), etc.
Some of the transcripts have been corrected in several steps
in consultation with the meeting participants to ensure higher
quality with fewer typos and misunderstandings (as the hired
annotators were usually not the meeting participants).

The data pre-processing stage is very time-consuming.
Cleaning and preparing a meeting transcript (breaking it
into utterances, diarizing it, and correcting it) for subsequent
computational processing takes approximately four times as
long as the meeting’s duration.

3.3. Creating Minutes
The next step is generating meeting minutes. To get as
realistic minutes as possible, we intentionally do not give
precise guidelines on creating them. Annotators are sup-
ported with examples of minutes and are free to use existing
web resources on the topic. However, some general recom-
mendations for creating minutes include being concise and

4In some particular cases, where the sound quality of the
recording was especially poor, or the accents of speakers were es-
pecially strong, it was easier to transcribe the recording manually
from the very beginning rather than correcting the ASR output.
However, such cases were rare.

concrete, avoiding overuse of people’s names, and focusing
on topical coverage, action points, and decisions.
From the formal point of view, meeting minutes in our
dataset mostly have some metadata, such as the name, date,
and purpose of the meeting, the list of attendees, and the
minuting author’s name. The minutes were mainly gener-
ated by the same annotator who corrected the transcript for
the given meeting. Due to our free-form instructions, the
human-generated minutes vary in length and type. Shorter
minutes contain just a few action items (less than 50 words).
Longer minutes contain hundreds (and occasionally even
thousands) of words.

The added value of our dataset is that we create multiple
minutes for the same meeting. Summarizing long multi-
party and multi-topic dialogues is a complicated task, and
the generated minutes are very subjective. Having numerous
independently created minutes for the same transcript allows
for studying the differences in what people find important
while taking the minutes. We plan to use these observations
when proposing better manual and automatic evaluation met-
rics and designing optimal strategies for automatic minutes
creation.

3.4. De-Identification
Having corrected transcripts and created minutes, we de-
identified the whole dataset. We follow the GDPR norms
and remove/mask any personally identifiable information
(PII), such as names, addresses, or other relevant information
from the transcripts and the minutes. Additionally, we de-
cided to de-identify any information concerning projects and
organizations because this could indirectly reveal the person
involved. Except for specific cases, we did not de-identify
locations, languages, or names of software, workshops, etc.
Moreover, having de-identified persons, projects, and orga-
nizations, we assume that the names of these entities cannot
lead to personal identification.

Person, organisation, project and location (in specific
cases) names were replaced with the lexical substitute
strings [PERSONnumber], [ORGANIZATIONnumber],
[PROJECTnumber] and [LOCATIONnumber] respectively.
Additionally, we replaced the names of annotators men-
tioned in minutes with [ANNOTATORnumber]. We fixed
the lexical substitute strings throughout our dataset, so when-
ever the annotators were able to establish the identity of a
given person, the same string was used.5 Before releasing
the corpus, we shuffled these identifiers within each meet-
ing. In other words, the transcript and all its minutes share
the same codes, but different meetings use different ran-
domization. Apart from this, some information like phone
numbers and passwords also must be removed. These were
replaced with the strings [URL], [PASSWORD], [EMAIL],
[PHONE], [NUMBER] and [PATH].

The de-identification was completed within our web-
based tool (Polák et al., 2022) and finalized in a series of
scans using Unix text processing tools across the whole
corpus.

5In practice, this was complicated by unclear speech, spelling,
and lack of knowledge of people’s voices.
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Number of Number of Minutes
Lang Set Meetings Total Max per Meeting Avg±Std.Dev per Meeting with Alignment
cs dev 10 32 5 3.2±0.8 20
cs test 10 30 5 3.0±0.9 23
cs test2 6 6 1 1.0±0.0 6
cs train 33 79 3 2.4±0.6 6
en dev 10 28 8 2.8±2.1 18
en test 18 55 11 3.1±2.1 49
en test2 8 10 2 1.2±0.5 8
en train 84 163 8 1.9±0.9 36

Table 2: Overall statistics of ELITR Minuting Corpus

Total Per Meeting:
Lang Set # Meetings # Words # Words # Lines # Speakers # People
cs dev 10 90.1k 9.0k±2.3k 1273±352 7.3±5.3 26.7±11.6
cs test 10 80.7k 8.1k±3.3k 1097±481 7.3±5.3 23.4±10.2
cs test2 6 52.9k 8.8k±2.2k 1297±642 7.8±5.7 31.0±19.1
cs train 33 279.8k 8.5k±3.5k 1201±491 8.3±5.0 24.6±11.8
en dev 10 64.3k 6.4k±2.4k 763±406 5.1±3.1 12.1±6.0
en test 18 118.1k 6.6k±2.5k 675±333 6.1±2.5 11.5±5.1
en test2 8 56.3k 7.0k±2.8k 756±285 5.4±2.6 14.1±6.6
en train 84 609.3k 7.3k±4.3k 732±425 6.1±2.5 10.8±5.2

Table 3: Transcript size statistics of ELITR Minuting Corpus. We report averages ± standard deviations.

3.5. Alignment between Transcripts and Minutes
Having prepared the transcripts and minutes, the next step
was equipping a subset of the data with manual alignments
between transcript utterances and minutes lines. This was
done by our annotators using the annotation tool ALIGN-
MEET6 (Polák et al., 2022), which was specifically designed
for this purpose. We hope that this type of annotation will be
helpful in more precise evaluation methods for the meeting
minuting task in the future, with segment-level evaluation
and transcript coverage calculation. For details on this idea
and a pilot study, see Polák et al. (2022).

The alignment maps each utterance to either the line of
the minutes in which it is summarized, a problem label, both,
or neither. The alignments are done in such a way that the
whole long piece of conversation is aligned to the same min-
utes line, which summarizes it. Most of our minutes cover
the transcripts completely and mention all critical points;
however, almost all transcripts contain sections that do not
belong in the minutes for various reasons or are mentioned
in the minutes but are somehow problematic or interesting.
For these, we have defined five problem types, which our an-
notators were assigning to sections in transcripts as needed.
These types are Organizational (organizational talk not di-
rectly related to the subject of the meeting, e.g., discussing
technical issues with the video call), Speech incomprehen-
sible (it is not clear what the speaker is saying), Small talk
(casual conversation unrelated to the subject of the meeting,
e.g., discussing the weather), Censored (a section of the
transcript removed for privacy reasons) and Other issue. A
single utterance can be assigned both a summarizing min-
utes line and a problem label, as well as for it to remain

6https://github.com/ELITR/alignmeet

Total Per Average Minute:
Lang Set # Minutes # Words # Lines # People
cs dev 32 264±120 33±9 7.9±5.5
cs test 30 231±78 34±7 7.7±6.0
cs test2 6 399±224 55±26 7.8±6.0
cs train 79 222±125 34±12 7.7±5.0
en dev 28 228±150 30±12 5.1±2.3
en test 55 278±84 36±9 5.6±1.8
en test2 10 468±287 60±34 7.5±4.5
en train 163 422±458 46±35 5.8±3.0

Table 4: Minuting size statistics of ELITR Minuting Corpus.

completely unaligned.

3.6. Final ELITR Minuting Corpus
The final layout of the corpus is captured in Table 2. The
English portion contains 84 meetings in the training part,
with up to 8 independently created minutes for one meeting.
The average number of minutes per meeting is close to 2.
In total, the training set was equipped with 163 minutes.
For the test set, we selected meetings that have even more
manual minutes: up to 11 and 3 on average.

The last column in Table 2 indicates how many minutes
we have with the minute-to-transcript manual alignment.
Again, we promoted the annotation of the English test set
with 49 aligned minutes in total.

Table 3 reports on the size of the transcripts in the dataset.
Overall, there are about 500k Czech words and almost 850k
English words in the transcripts (across the train/dev/test
divisions).

https://github.com/ELITR/alignmeet
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English Czech
Meeting Minuted #meetings #hours #meetings #hours
Once 30 28 8 9
Twice 65 67 20 20
More than twice 25 22 31 31
Total 120 117 59 60

Table 5: Duration of the recordings and number of minutes
per meeting for ELITR Minuting Corpus.

Table 4 summarizes the statistics of the minutes in the
corpus. For instance, the 18 English test set meetings have
in total of 55 minutes. We report the average of averages
in the subsequent columns: an average minute (across the
multiple minutes created for a given meeting) has about 279
words and 36 lines. About 5.6 persons are mentioned in a
minute on average.

Table 5 shows how many meetings have been minuted
once, twice, or more than twice and informs about the total
duration of the collected meetings in hours.

In Table 1, we position our ELITR Minuting Corpus with
respect to the meeting summarization datasets: AMI (Mc-
cowan et al., 2005) and 61 sessions of ICSI (Janin et al.,
2003) and dialogue summarization datasets, namely MEDI-
ASUM (Zhu et al., 2021), SAMSUM (Gliwa et al., 2019),
CRD3 (Rameshkumar and Bailey, 2020), DiDi (Liu et al.,
2019a) and MultiWoz (Budzianowski et al., 2020). We re-
port average words per transcript and summary, turns per
transcript and number of speakers. We can clearly notice
only ELITR Minuting Corpus has multiple summaries for
single transcripts.

3.7. Manual Evaluation for Human Annotated
Minutes

To better understand the quality of minutes in our dataset,
we manually evaluated three meetings7 which had been in-
dependently minuted by 8, 8, and 11 people, respectively.
In five experts, we scored the minutes on a scale of 1 (worst)
– 5 (best) according to several generally accepted summary
estimation criteria, such as adequacy, topicality, readability,
relevance, grammaticality, fluency, coverage, informative-
ness, and coherence (Kryściński et al., 2019; Zhu et al.,
2020; Lee et al., 2020).

We ranged the minutes according to these criteria and
thoroughly discussed the details to understand (i) what we
based our judgments on and (ii) which criteria appeared to
be the most useful and comprehensive. The results show
very similar assessments by different experts: for example,
all experts selected the same minutes as the best ones. As for
evaluation criteria, we found adequacy (the judgment if sum-
mary sentences represent conclusions clearly visible in the
transcripts of the discussions), relevance (how well the sum-
mary sums up the main idea of the meeting) and topicality
(whether summary sentences cover topics that are discussed
in the transcript) most helpful. Our typical objections were,
for example, missing relevant information, unclear extrac-
tive segments revealing no content value, misunderstanding

7They are meeting_en_train_039, meeting_en_test_007 and

the content, including non-relevant information, or chaotic
structure. However, most (24 out of 26) minutes were eval-
uated as acceptable in the experiment. Surprisingly, “win-
ners" for each meeting were minutes specially created by
our annotators. Original minutes (created by meeting partic-
ipants) included too much unnecessary information or, on
the contrary, were too short.

However, the criteria used for manual evaluation are still
relatively informal, and their rigorous definition and assess-
ment of inter-annotator agreement are part of our future
work.

3.8. Annotator Details
A group of external annotators specially hired for these
purposes did a manual correction of the meeting transcripts,
minutes creation, and de-identification. All annotators are
native speakers of Czech with an excellent command of
English. In total, about 20 annotators worked on the project.
The annotators have been paid by the hour as per university
standards.

3.9. Handling Ethical Issues
All meeting participants gave their consent to make the data
publicly available. We provided participants with a preview
of the full texts for the meetings they participated in to check
the de-identified transcripts and minutes by themselves and
ensure that no unwanted sensitive information would be dis-
closed. In case a participant had any objections, we deleted
the corresponding sections from the concerned transcripts
and minutes.

While collecting the data, we made two crucial observa-
tions. First, people vary significantly in what they consider
sensitive enough to be removed from the public release.
Whereas some people do not care about what they discuss,
others are cautious about discussing personal issues and
relations. Some people object to releasing discussions con-
cerning their ongoing projects.

Second, the participants cannot effectively give informed
consent without actually browsing the data planned to be
released. For that reason, we consider it obligatory to give
all participants the possibility to preview and check the final
version of the data before the release.

In the case of our dataset, although we had prior consent
from all the participants, we performed this additional check
of the de-identified transcripts and minutes. It revealed
the need to completely exclude ten meetings (more than
11 hours) and delete some individual segments from the
transcripts of approximately 15 meeting sessions.

4. Experiments
We evaluate the performance of state-of-art text summariza-
tion models on the English part of ELITR Minuting Corpus.
We assess both extractive and abstractive methods of sum-
marization. Extractive methods, given a transcript, select a
subset of the words or sentences which best represent the
discussion of the meeting. Abstractive methods generate a
concise minute that captures the salient notions of the meet-

meeting_en_dev_010 in ELITR Minuting Corpus.
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Method BLEU BERTScore_F1 ROUGE_1 ROUGE_2 ROUGE_WE ROUGE_L
dev (A) BART-xsum-samsum 6.17±3.88 49.02±24.99 42.41±22.03 11.13±5.84 10.88±5.63 23.25±12.71
dev (A) BART ≀ 6.26±2.89 46.40±23.94 37.48±18.37 8.93±4.18 8.71±4.54 18.82±9.57
dev (A) T5 5.16±3.12 ≀ 49.07±24.81 36.41±18.26 7.30±3.40 8.07±3.67 ≀ 19.17±9.96
dev (A) Pegasus 3.26±2.13 41.30±20.39 33.80±16.94 6.73±3.49 7.50±3.90 17.30±9.19
dev (A) BERT2BERT ≀ 5.50±3.04 27.33±13.94 32.72±16.45 6.25±3.19 6.59±3.36 15.38±8.26
dev (E) LSA 5.48±3.15 ≀ 30.02±12.84 31.03±16.05 ≀ 7.08±4.15 ≀ 7.99±4.32 ≀ 15.54±8.68
dev (E) Luhn 5.31±2.87 23.09±10.50 30.37±15.63 ≀ 7.23±4.01 ≀ 8.72±4.62 15.18±8.44
dev (E) LexRank 5.25±2.44 ≀ 35.52±15.47 29.70±16.33 4.85±3.16 6.22±3.37 13.84±8.31
dev (E) TextRank ≀ 5.46±3.02 25.22±11.27 29.27±15.35 ≀ 6.35±3.64 ≀ 8.68±4.39 ≀ 13.99±8.01
dev (A) BERTSUM 4.47±2.43 ≀ 47.64±22.63 28.55±15.85 4.20±2.32 4.43±2.02 ≀ 14.33±8.25
dev (A) Roberta2Roberta ≀ 4.96±3.18 44.11±22.92 25.67±12.42 ≀ 4.32±2.12 3.48±1.55 13.29±7.14
dev (E) TF-IDF 4.22±2.15 10.84±5.62 22.38±12.01 ≀ 5.91±3.32 ≀ 7.18±3.69 12.16±6.89
dev (A) LED 3.92±2.92 ≀ 48.83±29.15 14.85±8.29 1.73±0.80 0.94±0.32 9.79±5.85
test (A) BART-xsum-samsum 5.64±2.56 50.27±30.96 37.92±22.78 7.80±4.74 6.37±4.17 21.09±12.47
test (A) BART ≀ 5.98±2.97 ≀ 50.31±31.00 35.20±20.98 7.27±3.92 ≀ 7.43±4.64 19.48±11.18
test (A) Pegasus 3.09±2.03 49.10±29.93 34.16±20.48 6.33±3.75 ≀ 9.08±5.95 19.04±11.48
test (A) T5 ≀ 5.62±2.84 ≀ 49.94±30.83 34.02±20.21 ≀ 7.38±4.23 ≀ 11.38±6.79 18.78±11.03
test (E) LSA ≀ 5.72±2.30 25.70±15.16 32.57±19.16 ≀ 7.72±4.63 9.82±6.21 18.45±10.94
test (A) BERTSUM 5.31±2.07 ≀ 51.16±29.77 31.50±19.15 5.38±3.48 6.39±4.17 17.58±10.61
test (A) BERT2BERT ≀ 5.32±2.72 32.62±19.90 31.06±18.16 ≀ 5.41±3.21 5.73±4.19 15.33±9.14
test (E) Luhn ≀ 5.85±2.31 20.11±11.94 30.60±18.22 ≀ 7.06±4.15 ≀ 9.56±6.16 ≀ 17.19±10.22
test (E) TextRank 5.82±2.24 ≀ 21.28±12.66 30.35±17.96 6.69±3.83 9.13±5.94 16.72±9.90
test (A) Roberta2Roberta 4.55±2.54 ≀ 50.30±30.90 24.89±14.48 4.53±2.53 5.40±2.93 14.39±8.27
test (E) TF-IDF ≀ 4.70±1.95 12.97±7.84 24.11±13.99 ≀ 6.61±3.71 ≀ 8.62±5.63 ≀ 14.53±8.45
test (A) LED 3.70±3.41 ≀ 46.18±24.96 15.36±7.99 1.29±0.61 0.86±0.69 10.75±5.70
test2 (A) BART-xsum-samsum 7.92±1.53 30.45±19.58 22.18±12.20 6.10±3.07 4.54±2.80 12.39±6.57
test2 (A) BART 7.72±1.54 ≀ 35.96±18.38 20.37±11.26 5.61±3.31 ≀ 5.24±2.84 10.85±6.30
test2 (A) T5 7.30±1.59 33.37±18.36 19.71±10.37 5.59±2.79 ≀ 6.25±2.90 10.34±5.59
test2 (A) BERT2BERT 7.10±1.54 19.87±9.86 19.29±9.61 4.40±1.99 5.26±2.34 9.14±4.78
test2 (A) Pegasus 3.65±2.67 ≀ 32.53±16.39 19.15±10.07 ≀ 5.21±2.64 ≀ 5.37±2.94 ≀ 10.35±5.56
test2 (E) LSA ≀ 7.62±2.61 23.73±11.97 18.47±10.58 5.01±2.62 ≀ 5.39±3.05 10.04±5.43
test2 (E) Luhn 6.33±1.92 18.20±9.72 17.99±9.34 4.31±2.34 ≀ 5.43±2.96 9.28±4.96
test2 (E) TextRank ≀ 6.85±2.19 ≀ 19.76±10.72 17.59±9.04 4.01±2.19 5.08±2.97 8.74±4.77
test2 (E) TF-IDF ≀ 6.92±1.88 8.11±3.96 15.28±7.46 ≀ 4.17±2.06 ≀ 5.91±3.04 8.52±4.29
test2 (A) Roberta2Roberta 6.16±1.52 ≀ 32.94±16.41 14.47±7.76 2.84±1.61 2.41±1.21 7.46±4.25
test2 (A) BERTSUM ≀ 6.80±2.18 30.13±15.25 14.40±7.35 2.37±1.23 ≀ 2.65±1.67 7.28±3.97
test2 (E) LexRank 6.42±2.37 20.08±13.02 12.81±8.05 ≀ 2.56±1.64 ≀ 4.14±2.85 ≀ 7.62±4.49
test2 (A) LED 3.62±2.53 12.70±8.84 6.14±4.08 0.74±0.64 1.79±1.20 3.87±2.65

Table 6: Automatic evaluation of abstractive (A) and extractive (E) summarization methods on the English part of ELITR
Minuting Corpus. Within each test set, the methods are sorted by decreasing Rouge_1. The symbol “≀” used in other columns
highlights places the order of the other metric does not correspond to that of ROUGE_1.

ing. The generated abstractive minute potentially contains
new phrases and sentences that do not appear in the meeting
transcript. We briefly describe the abstractive and extrac-
tive models included in this small experimental study in the
following two paragraphs.

BART (Lewis et al., 2019) uses denoising autoencoder
using pretraining sequence to sequence tasks for generation
and understandability. BERTSUM (Liu and Lapata, 2019)
uses a document-level encoder on top of BERT, which gen-
erates extractive and abstractive language learning models.
BERT2BERT (Rothe et al., 2020) uses BERT checkpoints
to initialize the encoder-decoder to provide a better under-
standing of input, mapping of input to context, and gen-
eration from context while the attention variables initial-
ize randomly. LED (Beltagy et al., 2020) is a variant of
Longformer, an adapted Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
model which supports sequence-to-sequence transformation
for long documents. This encoder-decoder model has its at-
tention mechanism, combining local window attention with
task-motivated global attention that supports larger models
(with thousands of tokens). Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2020)
is a pretrained model with a novel objective function de-
signed for summarization by which important sentences
are removed from an input document and then generated
from the remaining sentences. Roberta2Roberta (Liu et al.,
2019b) is an encoder-decoder model, meaning that both the
encoder and the decoder are RoBERTa models. T5 (Raffel

et al., 2019) is an encoder-decoder transformer model. It
can be easily pre-trained on a multi-task mixture of unsuper-
vised and supervised, with each task converted in text-to-text
format. BART_XSum_Samsum8 is a BART denoising au-
toencoder, pretrained on XSum and further fine-tuned on
Samsum dataset (Gliwa et al., 2019).

TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) is based on graph
modeling techniques and takes each sentence of a given
transcript as vertices and similarity score as edges. The
top-ranked sentences are extracted to generate the minutes.
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) is similar to TextRank,
but the edges between the vertices have a score obtained
from the cosine similarity of sentences represented as TF-
IDF vectors. It sets a threshold, takes only one representa-
tive of each similarity group (sentences similar enough to
each other), and derives the resulting minute for the given
transcript. Luhn (Luhn, 1958) is based on the frequency
of words. It is a naive approach based on TF-IDF (Chris-
tian et al., 2016) and focuses on the “window size” of non-
important words between words of high importance. It also
assigns higher weights to sentences occurring near the begin-
ning of a document. LSA (Gong and Liu, 2001) algorithm
derives the statistical relationship of words in a sentence. It
combines the term frequency in a matrix with singular value
decomposition.

8https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/
bart-large-xsum-samsum

https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/bart-large-xsum-samsum
https://huggingface.co/Salesforce/bart-large-xsum-samsum
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In Table 6, we assess the quality of the generated
summaries with automatic summarization metrics like
ROUGE (1, 2, L, WE) (Lin, 2004; Ng and Abrecht, 2015),
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019) and BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002). The scores are averaged across the meetings in the
given test set.
In the abstractive methods, we see that BART-XSum-
Samsum performs best in terms of the metrics we took. It is
based on transfer learning, where a model is first pre-trained
on XSum dataset (Narayan et al., 2018) and further fine-
tuned on Samsum corpus (Gliwa et al., 2019). It has been
shown to achieve state-of-the-art results on many bench-
marks covering summarization.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present the first version of ELITR Minut-
ing Corpus, a dataset designed to develop methods that
generate meeting minutes from meeting transcripts auto-
matically. Our dataset consists of manually corrected tran-
scripts of project meetings in English and Czech and their
corresponding minutes jotted down by different human
scribes. We extensively describe and analyze the anno-
tations (minute creation) both quantitatively and qualita-
tively and compare them with other meeting datasets. Fi-
nally, we provide an extensive collection of summariza-
tion baseline results on the English part of our dataset.
The corpus is publicly available in the Lindat repository
at http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-4692.

Automatic Minuting is a time-critical application of
speech and language processing, and we claim that ELITR
Minuting Corpus is a first-of-its-kind dataset to address this
use case. Also, ELITR Minuting Corpus is the first meeting
dataset to have instances of meetings and minutes in a lan-
guage other than English which we envisage as our attempt
to broaden the language diversity for this problem genre.
We plan to continue our work and make new versions of the
dataset, adding more data (both further collected meetings
and newly annotated minutes) and some new annotations,
such as topic segmentation and annotating corresponding
summaries for them.
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